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Leather martingale collar for dogs

One of our top products sells, this beautifully crafted leather martingale necklace combines the functionality of an martealous necklace, with the design and comfort that angelic necklaces are known for. Perfect for training, anti-pull and as a daily necklace, this is a more human alternative to choice with prong necklaces. The soft super and
paded leather at the bottom will allow you to correct your dog's behavior while still ensuring that their comfort and safety is a top priority. Made of 100% genuine Top Grain Argentinian leather, soft Australian cowhide and stainless steel laptop parts. Available in size 10 of 24, in Black, Brown, Red and Pink.Please refer to the Martingale
sizing board below as these necklaces are measured differently from the angelic angelic necklaces. To measure your dog for a Rio Martingale necklace, Please read and follow the steps:* Fully tighten the measurements in the table below refer to the length of the leather touch space (not including the rings)* Fully Extend the
measurements of the table to be referred to the maximum circumference when the necklace with the dogs are fully open.* 2 steel rings are on either end of the necklace to add another 1-2 to the length at the length general of the necklace (depending on the size of the necklace as the rings vary in size accordingly). For example, a 14Rio
necklace refers to the length of the leather bracelet, not including the rings. Measure the middle of your dog's neck, or slightly higher up on the course, depending on how you intend to use the necklace.* If you want the necklace to pin when the dog pills, choose between 1.5 -2 sizes smaller than your dog's actual size. For example, if your
dog's neck measures 16.5, and you want to use the necklace to launch the course when the dog is pulled, your perfect size should be a 14Rio Martingal necklace. * If you don't want the necklace to nip when pulling the dog necklace and simply want the necklace to lock cofmorablely snug around the neck, select 1 size down from the
actual neck size. For example, if your dog's neck measures 18, select the Rio 16 necklace. The 2 rings on either end will give you another 1.5 - 2 lengths. Note: Because each dog is unique, the above information means giving you direction about what size to select. For further assistance, please contact us. BLD's unique Martingale Collar
design is adjustment and is easy to get on and off your dog. Come in two styles: Original Clip-On style is our favorite! Clips around the dog's neck, so you don't need to put it on his head. Elegant and minimal. Loop style is available if you prefer a regular flat buckle design. Buckle is unsafe, yet slightly bulkier than the original. Handmade
from the same Beautiful American leather as all our products, we found assembly of higher quality and hardware available for a clash that will last a lifetime. for training or daily walking—The chain offers a quick correction without too much concealing. Use this necklace as a gentle alternative to a choice, slide, or prong necklace. A great
tool to transition a chain off a prong/spike necklace. Necklaces can be adjusted to sit snug and high on the neck for a firm correction, or coated and low on the neck for a gentle option. Many dogs responded well to the sound of the chain link. Great for straight and dog who can slide out of regular necklaces. Since the tight necklace a
couple of inches when pressure is smaller applied, your dog won't be able to come back from the necklace, again won't edge. Sizing: Measurements include ranges of extended positions. Small: 13-16, 5/8 wide, (33-40 cm) - lighter chains, 3 in slack. For dogs on 18 pounds. Average: 16-20, 5/8 width (40-50 cm) - medium bean chain, 4 in
large slaves: 20-24, 5/8 width (50-61 cm) - average bean chain, 4 in slack (NOTE: New 5/8 wide, already 3/4 Width Extra: 24-30, 5/8 wide (63-76) – Average dog beans, 4 of course (SCORE: New 5/8 wide, already 3/4 width) Measuring snugly around the neck of the dog's neck, close to itself. The necklace may be adjusted smaller if
necessary. Easy to use and adjust: Adjust the necklace to fit your dog as you want with a standard loop or our Conway Buckle. There's plenty of adjustment! Choose from: Golden Time Bridge leather with solid copper hardware (will be dark in a beautiful brown chestn and used with age) Black Latigo leather and Stainless Steel - Back in
stock! NOTE: Solid copper can be tarnished and brushed on light colored pals/white dogs.  Not designed as, or recommended for, set full-time or as a necklace tag ID. NO MORE LEASH PULLING – Recommended by dog formators across the country. The necklace provides signals and feedback to reduce pull and amease dog training.
SAFE FOR YOUR DOG - Our necklace provides gentle and controlled editing for your dog. The necklace is limited, but no choice allows your dog to learn without misforese. THE LAST NECKLACE YOU WILL EVER NEED - Made with 100% genuine baked beads features a stainless steel chain for improved durability, making it far
superior to bare necklaces and metal hardware. DOG TRENER APPROVED – Endorsed by thousands of our martingale trainer dog formaters is superior than the competition for its durability, efficiency, and stainless dogs. SIZE OPTIONS (see size chart of images for reference): 12 to 15.5 strokes (.75 width) Average: 15.5 19 strokes (1
width) Large: 19 to 22.5 strokes (1 width) Features: 100% stainless steel chain provides improved durability 100% premium leather quality and stainless steel chain built to with keeping top and condition all-time dogs Other dogs made with metal hardware which can cause discoloration your dog's feather. Our necklace is constructed with
a stainless steel chain eliminating discoloration and maximizing durability designed to make training with your dog safe and effective; Tight necklaces under tension, but only tight enough to provide a subtle training monitor to your dog endorsed by thousands of trainers, this necklace is preferred because of its gentle nature and extreme
collar efficiency is only intended for use while your dog is on at least them – not included born in the USA – Tay Paw is family-owned and operated from Rochester , NY. NY.
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